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ABSTRACT
People lie daily. To lie or not is a cognitive decision that depends on a variety of factors, such as the potential
personal gain, the repercussions for other people, or the distinct characteristics of the person we are lying
to. One subtle social cue that can influence (dis)honesty is the interaction’s partner pupil size. Van Breen
and colleagues (2018) found that participants were more honest while watching a video of a partner with
dilating pupils, compared with constructing ones. The past decades witnessed a huge growth in the use of
artifical agents in our daily life. Therefore, our study aims to assess whether this effect of pupil size on
dishonesty is modulated also by interacting with non-human agents. Participants (n=15) played multiple
rounds of a lie-inducing coin toss game with three agents with either large or small pupils: an avatar on a
screen, a small robot, and a human with customized contact lenses. Our preliminary results showed that
neither pupil size nor the type of agent affected the degree of honesty. Regardless of the limitations,
comparable results among the agents have promising implications from the perspective of an integrated
society with artificial agents.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Human social interaction is an elegant expression of the interplay between cognition and emotions. Moral
cognition, a crucial aspect of human social functioning, is a good example of this complex interplay:
roughly, it allows us to evaluate basic harmful actions, and act n them (Buon et al., 2016). Deciding to act
prosocially or not, in the case of honesty, is always a dilemma between what is good for oneself and what
is beneficial for the other individual. This decision is often the result of an affect-based unconscious
evaluation (Kret & De Dreu, 2013). In humans, this evaluation is based on a variety of emotional sources,
such as posture (Grant & Mackintosh, 1963; Kret et al., 2020), smell (de Groot et al., 2012), and
vocalization (Ross et al., 2010). Especially, facial signals play a critical role. Across culture, facial
expressions of emotion play an important role to inform us on other people’s intentions and goals (Ekman
& Rosenberg, 2012). Different emotional expressions have different evaluative consequences. For instance,
the existing literature on smiling suggests that this signal might be related to prosocial intent, as we tend to
like and trust more people expressing happiness compared to neutral and negative expressions (Tortosa et
al., 2013). In contrast to smiling, cooperation was found to be lower when participants were playing with
angry partners and the lowest when angry individuals were paired with other angry individuals (Motro et
al., 2016). The fact that facial expressions are salient stimuli during social interactions is unquestionable.
Nonetheless, not all facial expressions can be considered genuine signals of a person’s emotions and
intentions. For instance, a smile represents the perfect example of an easily fakable expression: we can just
display a smile to appear trustworthy and gain access to funds that would otherwise be denied (Krumhuber
et al., 2014).

Since facial expressions are partially under cognitive control, relying solely on them to investigate
unconscious moral decisions is reductive. In fact, we are exchanging numerous autonomic cues, outside
our conscious control, that are slowly starting to receive the attention of the scientific field of emotion
perception (Kret, 2015). One example of an unconscious autonomic signal is blushing: when we are
experiencing a strong affective state, our skin gets perfused with oxygenated blood, which results in
increased redness of the face (Prochazkova et al., 2018). How this signal is interpreted depends on the
intensity of the facial redness. In general, people with a redder face are perceived as healthier and more
attractive (Stephen et al., 2012). These findings were replicated also with virtual agents, as it has been
discovered that higher levels of blushing in a virtual partner were associated with higher investment and
higher self-report trust compared to the non-blushing partner (Dijk et al., 2011). Among various autonomic
cues, pupil size has been suggested to have a substantial effect on the way we perceive others (Kret, 2018;
van Breen et al., 2018). Dilated pupils are generally perceived positively and constricted pupils are negative.
Notably, faces with large pupils are perceived as more attractive (Tombs & Silverman, 2004) and more
trustworthy (Kret & De Dreu, 2017). In their recent experiment, van Breen and colleagues (2018)
investigated whether this effect of pupil size could also apply to moral cognition. Participants were asked
to play a coin-toss game in which they privately predicted the outcome of the coin flip and simply report
whether they had won or not. For each reported win, participants earned money, tempting them to overreport correct guesses to increase personal gains. Before reporting the (in)correctness of their prediction,
participants were exposed to a short video of either dilated or constricted pupils of the assumed interaction
partner. Every time the participants won, the partner lost money. Results showed that people were more
honest and reported fewer wins when watching a video of dilating pupils, compared to constricting (van
Breen et al., 2018).
To what extent do social signals influence interactions/perceptions with artificial agents to same extent as
human interaction? our study, we applied the coin-toss manipulation of van Breen and colleagues (2018)
in real-life interaction with an avatar on a screen, a social robot, and a human confederate, all with
manipulated pupil size (constricted or dilated). Assessing pupil size over other signals has to two main
advantages: on one side, it is an unconscious cue and it can’t be controlled by the participant; on the other
side, since the experiment involves interaction with a machine-like robot, an avatar on a screen, and a
human confederate, pupil size is easy to manipulate across the agents and manipulating it in a human being
is a unique of an opportunity. Based on van Breen and colleagues (2018), we expect the participants to be
more honest towards the confederate with dilated pupils than with constricted pupils. Previous research
found that the presence of either a robot or a human evokes the same level of honesty (Hoffman et al.,
2015). Pupil responses across emotions were similar between the pictures of the robots and those of humans
(Reuten et al., 2018). Therefore, we predict that participants will lie to the same extent the robot and the
human, but we still expect more honesty towards the robot with dilated pupils rather than constricted.
Finally, we expect the people to lie most to the avatar, regardless of the pupil size, due to the uncanny valley
effect (Mori et al., 2012).

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fifteen female participants, with a mean age of 22.73(±2.54) played multiple rounds of a manipulated cointoss game against either a female avatar on a screen, the small robot Cozmo by Anki, and a female
confederates. They played a total of 18 rounds per agent (54 trials). For each win, participants were earning
€ 0.10 and the partners were losing € 0.10 or, for the robot, battery points. We manipulated the pupil size

of the avatar and Cozmo with custom-made scripts, while for the confederate we used two pairs of tailored
contact lenses with dilated (8mm) and constricted (3mm) pupils. These lenses made the confederate blind,
ensuring that no subtle social cues were unconsciously mimicked from the confederate. Moreover, we
assessed pupil dilation, skin conductance, and heart rate, but they will not be further analyzed in these
preliminary results.

3. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
We ran a multilevel linear model using Honesty as the
dependent variable, Pupil Size, Type of Agent, and the
interaction Pupil Size*Agent as fixed effect and
Individuals as a random effect. The amount of money
earned was taken as a measure of honesty. We did not
found any effect of pupil size on the participants’ honesty
(β = -0.046, SE = 0.069, p=.506), neither of the type of
agent (β = -0.113, SE = 0.697, p=.109). We did not find an
interaction effect between Pupil Size and Type of Agent (β
= -0.013, SE = 0.098, p=.181).

4. DISCUSSION
The preliminary results of this study suggest that neither pupil size nor the type of interaction partner affect
the degree of reported wins, and therefore honesty. This was expected only for the avatar agent, but not for
Cozmo and the confederate. This outcome might depend on the fact that pupil size in this study was static.
Particularly for the human agent, it is likely that a static pupil does not evoke the same effect as a moving
one, which would partially explain the lack of an effect in these regards. Besides, the static pupil size of the
confederate enabled a perceptual mismatch between the unnatural pupil size and expected human features,
an uncanny valley effect could have been created (Kätsyri et al., 2015). Furthermore, the confederate tended
to have an averted gaze as the blindness induced by the contact lenses hindered the orientation of gaze.
Averted gaze increases dishonesty regardless of pupil size as it is interpreted as reduced attention and
interest from the interaction partner (Van Breen et al., 2018). An obvious limitation of the study is the very
small sample size: different results may arise at the end of the data collection. Regardless of the limitation,
the comparable results on the interaction with humans and robots are in line with previous research
(Hoffman et al., 2015) and represent promising results towards a society where we share the environment
with social robots.
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